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Foyer Grey: Seal
Eggshell

Living Room Brown: Soil
Eggshell

Living Room Greige:
Pebble, Eggshell

Living Room White: Rope
Eggshell

Dining Room Purple:
Cabernet, Eggshell

Dining Room Red: Mark
Eggshell

Serene and restful, this
transformative shade of grey
pleases from day to night.

For a well-tailored
cocoon, pair dark chocolate
brown walls with
crisp white woodwork.

Serious, serene, and
sophisticated, this cool greige
is a color of enhancement.

This shade of white
is the perfect neutral, as I
discovered in my
first apartment.

As the color purple goes, this
wine-dark shade connotes
richness, abundance, and
decadence: an obvious match
for a dining room.

The secret of this perfect red
– the red my father always
used – lies in its hints of blue
and yellow.

Family Room Blue:
Matting, Eggshell

Library Blue: Sapphire
Eggshell

Library Green: Bog
Eggshell

Hallway Taupe: Stone
Eggshell

Kitchen Black: Onyx
Eggshell

Kitchen Yellow: Butter
Eggshell

Chic, cheerful, and oh-soFrench with attitude, this blue
always makes me smile.

For an unexpected design
narrative, try a bolt of cool
blue to add literary pizazz to
a traditional, masculine, dark
brown library.

With grey and blue
undertones that keep it
young at heart, this
deep green still evokes the
necessary seriousness.

The perfect backdrop for
pictures, this shade
seamlessly connects spaces
of diverse colors.

Black is much more bold than
basic as a considered foil for a
kitchen’s white and reflective
surfaces – and it enhances the
colors of the food.

Bedroom Blue: Bird
Eggshell

Bedroom Cream: Wax
Eggshell

Bedroom Grey: Wing
Eggshell

An all-time favorite, this blue
with green undertones
looks like a watery Monet.

Soft, warm, and glowing, this
enveloping color is
part yellow, part white,
and all comfort.

This medium gray with warm
undertones says welcome,
with a hint of reserve.

Ceiling White: Crisp
Flat
Trim White: Crisp
Semi-Gloss

Ceiling White: Startle
Flat
Trim White: Startle
Semi-Gloss

To finish a room with
elegance and finesse,
this bold shade of warm
white is essential.

With a smart, snappy
presence, this clean,
bright white outlines
a room incisively.

“I want people to be able to quickly source that best red for a dining room,
perfect blue for a bedroom, and just-right cheerful yellow for a kitchen.”
ALEXA HAMPTON
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Vibrant but not too intense,
this happy yellow is
its own shade of sunshine.

